TRADEMARK ISSUES – Open Letter
Note: It is the purpose of this Open Letter to give the straight facts of the history of Thread Bears®,
from the aspect of why a Cancellation procedure was brought against the eleven year old Trademark,
by a group of Teddy Bear Artists and Collectors, supporting the opinion that this ‘Mark’ is no longer
functioning as a Mark.
When the Open Letter was first written, the facts were put down to ‘flesh out’ the outline format of
the Time Line. It was decided that, without copying & pasting in the documents from the court filings,
these too would look like opinions rather than facts.
Without the actual documents, this Open Letter would be much shorter: if you prefer, you may read
just the italicized, blue-colored text and understand why this action was proposed. If you’d like to
read when, where and why these actions were taken, please read the enclosed documents along with
the text.
The FULL history of this Mark, from 1997, can be found online at the url lower on this page, ending
in its Case Number……..#75245684. Thank You

__________________________________________________________
In the matter of the use of the phrase ‘thread bear(s)’, there may have been some recent errors made:
one of the personal Code of the Ethics by which this editor has lived is Admit to mistakes
Apologize
Ask what will make it right
If I erred it was not intentional; it was not done to injure anyone.

__________________________________________________________

Several artists have been accused of slander and theft and in the past, have chosen to use legal system
channels and lawful procedure to respond to these points. By not responding in kind: directly and in
public, this has made the erroneous points _appear_ to some to be true: the untruths were not directly
responded to but were answered through the Counsel retained to represent the side opposing the
trademarking of the phrase/term thread bear(s); neither direct response nor dialog was appropriate at the
time.
At all times throughout the past 5 years, both sides have been advised by the USPTO (United States Patent
and Trademark Office):

Now is the time to present some of the many, many basic facts, available for all to research for themselves
on the USPTO site, to show that the side opposing the trademarking of the phrase thread bears as always
dealt in fact, not opinion.
http://tmportal.uspto.gov/external/portal/tow?SRCH=Y&isSubmitted=true&details=&SELECT=US+Serial+No&TEXT=75245684#

There are three main reasons why these actions were taken; ISSUES One through Three:
1 - it is felt by many artists that the phrase has come to represent the generic, descriptive term for these
designs and creations,
2 - after much research it was found that there are indeed allowances in the USPTO law for canceling
Marks that no longer function as Marks, i.e., they no longer identify an __Individual__ Company
producing these, among the myriad other producers of the same products, but now stand for a type or
‘Class of Goods’, searchable through every online search engine, in applications for competitions and
trade show exhibit space, in advertising, auctions, websites, blogs, etc..., and
3 - it is felt that there are problems with the signing of a document, which the new, 2003 owners have
signed, attesting to the length of time that the “...Mark has been in use...” for a set number of years, but
those years were performed by the original owner, not the present owners.

ISSUE #1 -

Since it was first coined by whoever thought of it, more than a dozen years ago, this juxtapositioning of
two common words has turned from the ‘Mark’ of a company (there is not much evidence to support the
original owner’s use of it as his true Mark: products yet remaining available carry tags using Our Secret,
Ltd. as the Company Name, on the manufactured bears his company produced) into the term used by
most individuals to search for, think of, collect and wish to label when selling.
From reading his application in 1997 after 11 years in business (1986 through 1997), it is ‘believed’ that
he trademarked this title as a ‘component part’ of his bears, i.e., they were sewn together with thread, thus
- Thread Bears. Indeed, on the application itself, it can be read that the term was to be applied to not just
the items themselves (large, sewn, accessorized, fabric bears) but to all of the peripheral materials to bear
the Mark: containers, advertising, packaging, promotional materials, etc... (Some of the documents, such
as the first here, will be presented more than once, to point out different facts.)

The USPTO countered with this request for clarification:

The one ingredient in the manufacturing process—sewing the fabric bears together with thread—was
enough to satisfy the question of why they were being termed ‘Thread Bears’. However, two other major
obstacles remained:
On the initial application (by Matt Walsh/Our Secret., Ltd.) the USPTO raised 2 Substantive Reasons for
Refusal, denying issuance of this Mark:
Trademark Act, Section 2(e) - Merely Descriptive, and
Trademark Act, Section 2(e) - Acquired Distinctiveness.
These are their findings for denial: on record as Office Outgoing Action 24 June 1997 –

In Response to the Examiner’s Refusal by Walsh/Our Secret., Ltd.:

The Examiner agreed with these arguments against objections on Section 2(e) and withdrew it.
The supporters of canceling this Mark, and presently continuing to use it (lower-case, descriptively,
generically) believe that this Mark has again become Descriptive, just as it has become generic, as put
forth in findings in Issue 2.

ISSUE #2 -

Though all arguments against on Section 2(e) Merely Descriptive were originally denied, this Section 2(f)
was made part of the ORIGINAL Mark Registration in 1997 and continues affixed to this day.
In 1998 - “Sec. 2(F), second column, below, on Original Registration” –

-

yet in 2003, with new owners: See “Sec. 2(F), second column, below” –

Here are 2 independent law source websites and the Google reference page to search for more references
of the meaning of these 2 designations: “2(e) and 2(f).”
They are cited for explanation of Sections 2(e) and (f), both somewhat tied but needing different burdensof-proof to overcome.
TM Act, Section 2(e) and (f) - Google Search http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=TM+Act,+Section+2(e)+and+(f)&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/15/1052.html

Trademark Act Section 2(f)
The Director may accept as prima facie evidence that the mark has become distinctive, as used on or in
connection with the applicant’s goods in commerce, proof of substantially exclusive and continuous use
thereof as a mark by the applicant in commerce for the five years before the date on which the claim of
distinctiveness is made.
http://www.bitlaw.com/source/tmep/1212.html:
The purpose and significance of secondary meaning may be described as follows:
A term which is descriptive ... may, through usage by one producer with reference to his product, acquire a
special significance so that to the consuming public the word has come to mean that the product is produced
by that particular manufacturer. 1 Nims, Unfair Competition and Trademarks at §37 (1947). This is what is
known as secondary meaning.
The crux of the secondary meaning doctrine is that the mark comes to identify not only the goods but
the SOURCE of those goods. To establish secondary meaning, it MUST BE SHOWN that the primary
significance of the term in the minds of the consuming public is NOT the product but the Producer (citations
omitted). This may even be an anonymous producer, since consumers often buy goods without knowing the
personal identity or actual name of the manufacturer.
___________
1212 Acquired Distinctiveness or Secondary Meaning
There are three basic types of evidence that may be used to establish acquired distinctiveness under §2(f):
(1) A claim of ownership of one or more prior registrations on the Principal Register of the same mark for
goods or services that are the same as or related to those named in the pending application (see 37 C.F.R.
2.41(b); TMEP §§1212.04 et seq.);
(2) A statement verified by the applicant that the mark has become distinctive of the applicant’s goods or
services by reason of substantially exclusive and continuous use in commerce by the applicant for the five
years before the date when the claim of distinctiveness is made (see 37 C.F.R. 2.41(b); TMEP §§1212.05 et
seq.);
(3) Actual evidence of acquired distinctiveness (see 37 C.F.R. 2.41(a); TMEP §§1212.06 et seq.).

Walsh/Our Secret, Ltd. used an affidavit to satisfy #2 - having used the ‘Trade Name’ for 9 years ‘Use in
Commerce’ as proof to overcome Section 2(e), Merely Descriptive. Only one was needed.
As read above: Secondary meaning - See “Google AdWords Trademark Team” ,email below, from the
largest, common, marketplace business conducting independent research and concluding the same.
From Defendants’ ‘Answer’ in the Cancellation proceedings, 7 August 2006:

From an email to Google in 2006:

In every-day speech, “2(f)” means that the word or phrase/term must meet a very strict set of codes to
attain and retain ‘Acquired Distinctiveness’. If not, it can have secondary meanings.
As such, words that do not have a solitary, singular, SPECIFIC meaning in a Mark, can be considered to
have Generic meanings.
Here is what Ms Jessie N Roberts, Administrator for Trademark Classification and Practice, said about
the phrase/term thread bear in the application for another Mark by SA/EP, Thread Teds by Thread
Bears™, in discussing the need to uphold a Final Office Action: the disclaimers for both ‘thread ted’s
AND ‘thread bears’:

NOTE - The Declaration of Incontestability (referenced here - posted later in Issue #3) was _never_
finalized after the owner/name mix-up, but J N Roberts states that even that doesn’t give a Mark
protection ONCE it becomes the common, descriptive and/or generic phrase/term for something.
This is the Second point on which the opposers to thread bears functioning as a Mark agree:

Unlike what SA/EP have written elsewhere, from the examples of Google and the USPTO’s own research
it can be seen that the posting of a half a dozen legally accepted letters of Opposition into filed court
documents are hardly enough to sway the entire USPTO into thinking that they had enough influence to
turn the phrase into a generic one, just by entering their personal opinions.
This just does not make sense. See Google AdWords again, above:
The purpose of a trademark is that when people think of Thread Bears they should automatically
associate the Source of the goods with that Mark. That is how a properly used trademark functions. Often
the actual owner of the mark is unknown, but when collectors hear, for example., Steiff®, they know
which company produced those bears, with their well-known characteristics and markings.
With seeing these miniature teddies, crocheted from thread, described as thread bears by one and all,
there is little wonder that the term came to be associated in most bear crocheters’ and collectors’ minds as
thread bears.
Eventually SA/EP too added another word between those two, just as they have asked all of us to do, in
their subsequent ‘policing’ requests, by mid- to late 2007.
SA/EP have stated to the USPTO that the term became generic through Letters of Protest filed against
another Mark they have applied for and by a competing artist, a group of her friends and an online Yahoo
group.

This is untrue, as seen by the independent research conducted by Google (of which the opposers knew
nothing until SA/EP entered it as case file evidence) emailed to Emma Petersen and the research
conducted by the USPTO (three search reports below.)
A huge jump in popularity came for the term through the concerted though unintentional efforts of all
designers, creators and collectors, SA/EP among them, in the periods between these USPTO search
summary reports: 1997, 2005 and 2007:

In the Cancellation process, the USPTO received literally hundreds of examples taken from ‘personsunknown-to-the-opposers’ online - random samplings found while browsing, of individuals using the
term thread bears.
This is important for two reasons, first, it is the combination of __everyone, including SA/EP__ that
turned this term into a common/generic one.
And secondly, we contacted the individuals _after_ their work (auction, class, pattern/kit, bear, etc.. ) was
finished online, and not one of these had been contacted by SA/EP, about the thread bear issues (not to
use, their ownership, pulling their auctions off eBay. etc...) Again, a capricious, inconstant policing of the
Mark which continues today, as there are sellers online now who have never heard of SA/EP, never heard
of the Mark issues and never heard of Thread Bears®.
There are also illegal copies of patterns online now, designed and sold by SA/EP, where the site owners
are illegally displaying the patterns for all to reprint and use for free. It is possible to remove them,
though it does involve much paperwork and follow-up. SA/EP were told about one site in particular. It is
still online; it’s assumed they took no action in removing this flagrant misuse of their own work (denying
themselves of revenues) which has been pointed out to SA/EP.
The above charts show how 2 common words __which once were unique and held a certain image__
have become, through use, common and therefore generic names for something. This is a clear directive
from the USPTO: Marks are __not__ static. Use can change them over time and, if applicable, can make
a Mark open to change in status or open to Cancellation – J N Roberts filing. This is nothing that a “few
select artists or an online Yahoo group accomplished, but by the efforts of all, embracing this new field of
creating and collecting.
SA/EP have looked to lay blame anywhere instead of accepting a fact that the rest of us have, that this
Mark has __always__ carried the 2(f) designation, (Original Mark was issued with it affixed, posted in
Issue #2) even to the USPTO themselves, in an ‘Answer’ to the Cancellation filing:

There is little wonder that the term came to be associated in most bear crocheters’ and collectors’ minds
as thread bears. E.g., The online Yahoo! Group, Thread Animals, receives dozens of applications from
prospective members weekly. Most of them include the word thread bear. These individuals are unknown
to members of the group: new applicants found the group by using that term in an online search engine
like Google or in Yahoo’s own search function.
Individuals using the term on numerous websites, search engines, artists, collectors, magazines... were all
using the phrase thread bears as descriptive terms (as were the Applicants themselves) on their patterns,
website, advertising, auctions, etc..... and the applicants continued to do so for months even after the
Cancellation notice was filed, from July 2006 into mid-2007, claiming that it was their right to use it in
this manner because they own the Mark and it still described their products. They have admitted so in
their filed Answer to our correctly worded Petition of Cancellation, 7 August 2006.
It just cannot be both ways, a proper Mark and a description!
When one company ~ produces a line of patterns and calls them thread bear patterns
~ encourages others to create their own renditions of the patterns
~ calls their products (bears and patterns) thread bears (lower case, adjective/noun format) on their
website, patterns, emails and in auctions until 2007, 4 years after having received the Trade Mark (on the
same ‘informative’ website) and more than 8 months after the Cancellation Filing began, where this was
pointed out
~ does not have the company name (Thread Bears®) as the foremost TITLE in view at all times
~ has several trade marks and no one of these is afforded more importance than the others in print
anywhere (Updates to website in late 2008 have finally modified this )
~ begins policing the mark only after the USPTO and opposers’ attorney points out, in court documents,
that there has been no concerted effort at policing
~ places a small notice on their eBay About ME page, relaying information about Thread Bears© mark
and uses and considers that a ‘Public Notice’ they’re mistaken
~ doesn’t police their mark with consistency and constantly; laxness allows the mark to go unfettered in
the public’s mind.
SA/EP’s statement about constant and continuing policing the Mark: from the Cancellation ‘Answer’
filing:

The place of business mentioned was the eBay Me page. SA/EP have said they do not attend the teddy
bear venues of trade shows, conventions and the like and are not known to be on bear chat groups. With
rare exception, except within the circle of their dedicated collectors, the larger bear community does not
know them.
The Mark was not associated with their company as their eBay ID was/is threadybears, as was their
website url, which carried several trade names—each for different pages, with none predominant.
The plaintiff (there must always be one figurehead in any movement...) was Berta Hesen-Minten. From
the earliest days of both companies working online to promote crocheted bears; both were teaching,

through pattern and kit development and classes taught. Hundreds, perhaps even thousands of the first
collectors, became working artists themselves, through the instruction gained from those who developed
this miniature world. This obviously increases the work force and dilutes the known collector base. One
must actively seek out new ways to attract collectors, not just jealously guard the names known to them.
Where there were once a few sellers (and the early bears were crude compared to the average bear today!)
this work then garnered hundreds of dollars. Then the revenues dropped as the competition increased;
there were more and more bear makers becoming artists in their own right. That is the time to work
HARDER, not lick one’s wounds and look to blame someone.
There are many products in the shape of a bear, online at this very moment, with the words thread bear
in the title (on websites, auctions, advertisements, on eBay...) There are websites with thread bear(s) in
the title and peppered throughout their sites. There are other companies calling themselves combinations
of the words thread bears. There are even websites illegally offering copied patterns, designed by Thread
Bears®, which have been pointed out to them. It does take paperwork filing to eliminate these ‘leaks’, yet
the patterns remain online. As do all of the other places mentioned here. That is not constant, across-theboard ’policing’ of a Mark.
These individuals do not know that SA/EP hold a Registered Trademark in the name of Thread Bears®.
They have never even heard of the conflicts over this term; they’re simply doing what they like to do and
calling it/themselves ‘thread bear(s)’.
If there is any concerted effort at harassing anyone and attempting to absorb her well-known trade name
into another Mark for themselves, it is being done to Berta H-Minten and ThReAdTeDs® (Benelux
Registration) not by her, with the application for ‘Thread Teds by Thread Bears™’.
No one can spoil another’s business; one does that to themselves. Those who keep working, who are
willing to work within the confines of very difficult conditions and situations, keep developing new
techniques, keep advertising, keep selling, develop new patterns, search out new resources, combine
different Art formats, always stay ahead as a cutting edge developer rather than as a copier or a follower
of trends—these are the keys to success. Taking oneself out of the marketplace over a perceived injury
will be like slogging through quicksand to regain the level of past attention and income; memories are
short in the collecting world. An absence of six months is like starting all over again.
In 2005, several artists felt strongly enough about the decision to go through with filing for a
Cancellation of this Mark, to argue the case through the law system with the aid of an Intellectual
Property attorney, and it was done on Principle - for the good of the entire crocheting thread bear world.
It was decided to discontinue going to a full court case and bring this before a Judge in a process called
a Summary Judgment instead. The mark will stand as is. However, we are still not prevented from using
the two words as a generic, descriptive phrase, as in - lower case, due to the long-standing Trademark Act,
Section 2(f) in the Mark. The named individuals in the SA/EP website news letter will never use it in a
situation which would even imply that they are the Thread Bears® company: that WOULD be Trademark
Infringement, under the clause of ‘Confusion as to Source of Goods’, and will refrain from using it
in public until after all three Mark applications have been finalized in the USPTO: Thread Bears®,
ThReAdTeDs® and Thread Teds by Thread Bears™.
While Thread Bears® does now have the ability to pull eBay auctions through its VeRO program, and we
will always defend everyone’s right to correctly use their Trademarks, we would advise those wishing to
use the phrase/term thread bear(s) to use their own judgment and discretion in where to place it.
This is one of the key factors in this decision: until all 3 cases concerning this issue have been finalized in
the laws of the United States, the USPTO, the posting above by J N Roberts and the Office Final Action
are what we base our knowledge, information and decisions on:

ISSUE #3 -

When SA/EP filed the form for Declaration of Incontestability on 8 April 2003, they were using a form
more properly filled out by the original owner - Walsh/Our Secret, Ltd.

When SA/EP filled their names into the form, the USPTO returned it, saying they are not the current
owners of Record:

A full year later SA/EP sent in the Abstract of Title Assignment and 21 months later applied to have the
names corrected as the Mark’s Owners.
(It was just 3 weeks later that, while continuing to use the lower-case form of adjective/noun of thread
bears, themselves, they began sending a few dozen, select, inconstant emails to artists (of the hundreds
using the term online), telling them to not use the term and caused eBay.com to pull auctions off-inline,
without warning in some cases, claiming Trademark Infringement. This was the first “wide-spread”
notice sent out to the bear world that they were having problems with its use. It may have appeared to SA/
EP to be a Public Notice but the number of individuals who read the notice on their website is extremely
low. The number of emails sent out—for free, so claim of diminished revenue for this Policing is not a
valid point—was extremely low, considering the percentage of individuals using the phrase/term.)

But in going back to the wording on the Declaration by SA/EP and this by Walsh/Our Secret. Ltd., the
_’same Five-Year span’ _ is used to cover __’very’__ different time periods.
28 July 1997:

The wording in the text is true (the Mark __was__ in the possession of the original owner) for the period
of time from 1986 - 1997, when the Mark was first applied for. It is unknown if Our Secret, Ltd. was still
using it in commerce in the five years _prior_ to signing the Declaration; though SA/EP affirmed that
this was the truth under oath, in a Response/Answer filed in the Cancellation proceedings, yet they also
claimed:

But in the second paragraph (Claim of Acquired Distinctiveness) Walsh/Our Secret, Ltd. has sworn, on
28 July 1997, that he was using the Mark “substantially, exclusively and continuously in commerce for at
least Five Years __immediately before__ the date of this statement.”
These two time periods just do not match up when scrutinized. Five years before SA/EP’s affirmation of
Five Years of Use in Commerce would push back their use from 2003 to 1998! When one falsehood is
allowed to slip through a huge bureaucracy, it’s a shell game. And illegal.
The artist community has chosen not to pursue this discrepancy, as a case in criminal courts would cost
many thousands of dollars. Our point has been made and we can rest with that.
These are just three of the points in the very extensive, complicated case which we presented to the
USPTO. It was not done rashly or in a hurry but considered and for the good of all who crochet or wish
to use those two common words - thread bear(s). The Judge chosen to read the Pleadings and decide on
the case, chose to retain the Mark as it is. (Without changes, we ascertain that the Trademark Act, Section
2(f) still stands.)
ThReAdTeDS® and Thread Teds by Thread Bears™ applications are still before the USPTO. Win or lose,
we do know that we would not feel right unless we truly followed this through to the end, not with idle
words – “to the full extent of the law” - but with action. We can hold our heads up proudly, knowing that
we’ve done our best.
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